Introduction
We present an algorithm for enumerating the faces of theconvex hull ofa given set P ofn pointsin dimens- 
Non-recursive search of all facets The test in line (*), whether F' is the target facet, can be carried out by testing whether j = seleztfacet(F Figure  2 shows the face lattice of a cube with a trucated corner (figure 1). The analysis of the algorithm in section 6 will again refer to the face lattice.
The pivoting rule
The easiest way to get some order into the facets of a polytope is an optimization criterion.
Recall that we assume that the origin is contained in the interior of the polytope conv(P). For a given facet In particular, the "optimal"
facet is unique, and we can define it as our target facet.
In the sequel, we will take the objective function z with For the optimal rigde, Z(h) must therefore also increase.
To make this argument precise, observe two things:
The objective function of a ridge f, i. e., the rate of Thus the basis enumeration algorithm has no need for
